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Wow, thanks to this *Developer* i finally know the name of the tool all those 12 years old kids use to make those infinite
platformer asset-flips - CONSTRUCT 2 - he simply forgot (or doesn't know how) to remove the game maker tool logo.

Here you see all the same things as everywhere else -
-R\u0435t\u0430rded platform placement
-No level design at all just same levels with a slightly adjusted platforms over and over again, and sometimes with a different
background
-Unplayable controls
-D
-O
-G
-S
-H
-I
-T
-No cards but dev marks this game as if it had them so kiddies would buy to make some profits over 0.02$ game.
????

Don't. A playful and colorful game that falls in the Gauntlet family.

The game is fun co-op hack n slash in which you run around a randomly generated set of dungeons to save prisoners, fight
enemies\/bosses to unluck loot and skills (the first experience of this is the lance unlock). You can change your role in a party by
choosing different skills (purchaceable with in game gold) before an adventure.

While the game is fun, it seems to feel slightly lacking at times: The game lacks the ability to rebind controls or even a menu
explaining them (even though there arent many). No resolution menu. The variety of monsters even in the begining feels a bit
scarce. Hopefully the devs will add different drops from crates as they only seem to yield 1 gold at the moment (perhaps a
droplet that gives a tiny bit of energy for singleplayer? since you cant regen energy alone). It would be nice to have different
basic weapon playstyles like bow, staff, bombs...etc- that you can choose from in the begining vs just unlocks later in game.
While the dungeons are a quick smooth crawl it would be nice to see chairs\/scattered scraps\/bookshelves to add to the
environment.

That said, this game is quite fun as a multiplayer game and questria doesn't "hold your hand" when you run out of HP potions, so
player's cooperation, skill and timing are important.

If you enjoy your gauntlet style games and don't mind a bit of a plain experience for now, add this game to your collection and
surely in no time (with updates) this will become your party crawl game. I highly recommend this game.
Even more fun with friends.. The game is nice you get addicted easily and if u like challenge try it out. Absolutely do not
recommend.
initial controls for scavenging are asinine and there are just problems with the whole premise.
Siren goes off, time to prep and get the family into the bunker! and it's ONE MANS JOB TO MAKE SURE THAT ALL
HAPPENS. THE REST OF THE FAMILY ARE PYLONS?
the survival portion of the game is just boring and unoriginal.
They straight up borrow things right out of monty python but clearly didn't get any rights for it so changed them all just enough.
survivors can be healthy one day and then almost dying the next. I don't know why it takes two days to prepare to go outside to
scavenge. I don't know why when not eating or drinking for a day can be life or death that the scavenger doesn't need to bring
those supplies with them. (seriously, an entire day or two of prepping for leaving the bunker and before going the only choice
you have is "what one item would you like to bring?" yeah, i'll take 24-48 hours to find my axe in a one room bunker, thank you.
the filler story is uninteresting and bland. Also not making much sense.
These \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s will sit beside a radio for days or weeks and then one day think "hey,
we should turn the radio on! that might do us some good!" YEAH, y'all are going \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing crazy maybe
that might be kind of a good idea?
For being the entity that makes the choices in the game you have zero control over what choices you can actually make and its
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frustrating. this plays out like you're watching\/reading a bad movie\/story and are constantly trying to make it better every
chance it gives you but the plot is just determined to suck.
Do. Not. Recommend.. I love this game.
If you have VR and are into space survival games, then this is a must play.
I really hope Overflow develops a sequel someday.. One of the more immersive experiences I have had with the rift. My pc
barely meets the oculus rift minimum requirements but this game runs very smooth with no stutter at all. For the price especially
I highly recommend this game.. 10\/10 Gameplay. The landscape is awesome and the Class 143 is a fun little train to drive. The
only downside is that I wish the route was longer.. This game is not fun to play, even consider it to be painful, and it's got a lot of
Ear\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665sounds.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vQZghpQHy6w

For the people that don't want to watch the video of me suffering through half of the game:

This game is trying to be like Painkiller... but is no where even close! The graphics are not that good. There is even NO option
to change graphics. Hell there wasn't even a Unity start up menu (like most Unity games end up using.) The option menu in
game is just sound sliders and screen resolution. There is no secrets, you can't interact with anything. Lava does kill you though.

The gameplay is simplistic. You move to room to small room, and fighting spawns of monsters\/demons, while some Metal is
played. Now the movement speed is PAINFULLY slow, and there is no sprint. There is even barely a jump. Most monsters are
actually faster than you. Don't get me started on the sounds. Sounds are off, or sounds like they are in a completely different
direction, some sounds are even pure ear\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Some sounds are even ripped from Doom!
Some monsters that I encountered don't even have ANY sounds. When you die there isn't even a sound for that! I was also killed
from a monster shooting through a wall.

There is also no health\/armor pick ups. You only get health when you complete a room and move onto the next area.

The weapons are pretty generic, machine gun, shotgun, rocket launcher, there might be another one, but I could not get past the
second level. Picking up the weapons don't give you any ammo, and completing a level takes away your weapons, leaving you
with the chain melee weapon. The amount of damage done to monsters seems to be random. Sometimes you can kill them in 1-2
shots, other times it takes 6-9 shots. You also don't take damge from your own rockets.

The only good thing I can find is the music... sometimes. Out of the 5 songs there is, 3 of them are actually good! (If someone
know where I can find the music or how I can rip files out of Unity, please let me know.) The other 2 are horrible loops. This
game ALSO has the issue of the music will just randomly get louder in certain rooms, or when you go to the next level, or when
you die and restart... and I mean REALLY LOUD! And it's usually the sh*tty loops that end up being really loud.

After my horrible and not fun play and not able to make it to the second boss, I checked out the game files in hopes I could steal
the music to listen to... The game is only 115 MB. AND according to the files, there is only 4 maps!

The game also crashed when I died and tried to go back to the menu.

EDIT: I card farmed the game to get the 3 Steam Cards. The first two dropped in about 1 hour... but the last card took
ALMOST 4 HOURS!!

Pros:
- Metal Music
- No Achievements (No need to play through the entire game)
- Steam Traiding Cards

Cons:
- Horrible Graphics
- Horrible Sounds
- Some Music is horrible
- Damage isn't consistant
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- No health pick ups
- Small boring rooms
- You are slow as sh*t
- Only 4 levels

No. Just no. It's not worth the $1.
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worst\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. For better Mega-Drive feel use an actual Mega Drive ;)
Nice game, I recommend. The game physics does not work right. In other games you can look at the way the bridge collapses
and make changes based on that. Not in this game. The stress screen does not even show if a part is being pushed or pulled only
stress y\/n.
The angles that you can place gerders is supriseingly limited to just a particular grid and the menues are slow.

The music is good tho.. Overall 5\/10

Pros:
- The idea behind it is good, you get to play a government and using different policies you try to get reelected while improving a
country.
- Some concepts behind it are solid, both in terms of ecomics and social policies.
- It is easy to understand what each polciy does.

Cons:
- It is probably too easy to beat, just a bunch of algorithms to beat.
- There's only one way to "win" and that is pretty much going full "social democrat", nothing else seem to work.
- Very few scenarios.
- The consequences of some actions are totally off, like raising VAT to 70% and seeing your opinion rating go up.

I truly like the idea behind it, and I hope the author gets backing to develop it into 1) a real game, made by pros and 2) a more
realistic simulation, but as it is now I cannot reccomend it.. could be online play
. this is seriously terrible even as a meme. It's not a bad game its just that it's broken everytime you try to give the scientist a
bone the game crashes.. Game is a total mess!
C.O.N.T.R.O.L.S??
it should be "A,D" or meybe ASD...
idk how does that game even play. afterall it's a mess. Even though there were things that bothered me about this game (the
bizarre controls, small window, and relatively short play time) I am glad I bought it. The ending left me with a happy feeling :)
It's a cute little story and it was worth what I paid. I really got into the characters, too, and I'm usually not that in to visual novels.
I am very much looking forward to the new game on which the developer is working.. DON"T WASTE YOUR MONEY! I
know what you're thinking, "I liked their other games so I'm sure I'll like this one." No you won't You will regret the exhorbitant
amount of money you just spent for an awful and frustrating game. As another reviewer mentioned, everything you do is 'click
on something from your inventory and watch it pop into 3D view whether it needs to be or not, wasting away most of the game
waiting for the window to open and close.' There are very few puzzles. I don't know why there are positive reviews as I'm pretty
forgiving and this abomination is really unforgiveable from a larger game studio. The only way you should entertain buying this
is if it is on sale for under $5.
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